Introduction
electronic structure calculations in quantum chemistry are generally based on the born-Oppenheimer approximation (bOa). the error generated by the bOa is negligibly small in most cases such as thermodynamics for chemical reactions or optimization of molecular geometries. however, the bOa breakdown is non-negligible compared to spectroscopic accuracy, where the bOa breakdown is observable by the current experimental techniques.
The first-order correction to BOA in perturbation theory is so-called diagonal born-Oppenheimer correction (dbOc). 
here, the summation runs over all cartesian coordinates of a nucleus a in a molecule. total number of nuclei is represented as N. M a is the corresponding nuclear mass in atomic units and 2 a ∇ is the second-derivative with respect to nuclear coordinate R a .Ψ(r;R) is the normalized electronic wave function depending on the electronic coordinates r and nuclear coordinates R.
dbOc was studied in 1986 by handy et al. [1] at the hartree- (1) if we start from the klein-Gordon equation for nuclei. We discuss how the dbOc terms change when molecular systems contain heavier atoms. We also discuss the relativistic effect on dbOc using as benchmarks the noble gas atoms (he -Xe) and water analogs (h 2 X, X=O, S, Se, and te).
Theory
E dbOc in the restricted hartree-fock method is expressed in terms of molecular orbital integrals as follows.
Lower case i and j label the occupied orbitals in the restricted hf wave function with 2n electrons. the derivatives of a molecular orbital ϕ with respect to the nuclear coordinate (R a = X a , Y a , or Z a ) are represented in eq. (3) and eq. (4).
here, ϕ (1) and ϕ (2) are obtained by differentiation with respect to the nuclear coordinates in the basis-set functions. the index k runs over all the molecular orbitals. the total number of mOs is represented as m. U (1) and U (2) are the solution of coupled-perturbed hartree-fock (cPhf) equation [1] . the values of U (2) for dbOc are calculated from U (1) and S (1) as follows,
so we need to solve only the CPHF for the first-derivatives [1] .
Eq. (6) expresses a CPHF equation for the first derivative of a nuclear coordinate R. We omit the nuclear index a from R for simplicity.
( ) 
here, O (1) and H (1) are the first derivatives of overlap and one-electron-operator integrals.
[σj|τk] etc., are the two-electron integrals at the molecular orbitals level, and ε (0) is an orbital energy. Note that the derivative with respect to R of the two-electron integrals only acts on the nuclear coordinate in the basis set functions. Indices j, k, and l run over all occupied molecular orbitals, while indices τ and σ run over virtual orbitals. from the non-linear equations represented in eq. (6), U (1) are iteratively obtained. Readers may find more details in Ref [1, 12] .
Within the spin-free relativistic hamiltonian, relativity affects only the term H (1) in eq (6). hence we used the numerical derivatives of the relativistic one-electron-operator integrals instead of the non-relativistic H (1) [13], with all other steps using analytic differentiation. We developed the programs to compute the relativistic dbOc in the GameSS program package [14] .
In our program we can also use the third-order dkh (dkh3) [15] in addition to DKH2 and DKH∞ Hamiltonian at will. At present, we have a limitation to spd basis sets for our program, until f-type and higher integral derivatives become available. figure 1 . We can explain this observation as follows, though the scaling factor may not correspond to any simple physical concept. the form of E dbOc in eq. (2) has some resemblance to the form of the kinetic energies of electrons (K e ) at hf shown in eq (7). 
Test Calculations and Discussions

E DBOC in noble-gas atoms
especially in atomic cases, we only consider the basis set functions belonging to the one-center of the nucleus. therefore, the derivatives with respect to the electronic coordinates can be easily related to derivatives with respect to the nuclear coordinate. that means if we ignore the second terms in eq. (2) and the terms containing U in eq. (3) and (4), eq. (2) and eq. (7) only differ in the scaling factor of 1/M. because the electronic kinetic energy can be related to the total electronic energy if we assume the Virial theorem, the total energy approximately scales as Z 2 , according to hydrogen-like atomic energies. the factor of 1/M roughly scales as 1/Z, and therefore, E dbOc scales 
E DBOC in H 2 X molecules
Conclusions
We have developed the theory and program to compute E dbOc within the spin-free DKH2, DKH3, and DKH∞ methods using the GameSS program. Numerical derivatives of the relativistic one-electron integrals [14] are used during the otherwise fully analytic computation [1] of dbOc by cPhf. the test calculations of both atoms and molecules show the dbOc energy corrections become larger when the system contains heavier atoms, and are approximately proportional to the atomic number Z. the relativistic corrections to E dbOc grow to about 7% for rare gas atoms and about 20% for h 2 X linearity barriers , when Z is around 50. In particular, not only is dbOc itself apparently larger in heavy molecules, its accurate evaluation requires inclusion of scalar relativistic corrections such as DKH∞. Since the dbOc has been discussed only in light elements so far [1, 3, 4] , further investigation with general molecules containing heavy elements will be important. We are currently working on the extension of basis set derivatives to g-type functions to be able to calculate much heavier elements.
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